
Innovative Holding Solutions

P R O D U C T 
FEATURES

AUDIO/VIDEO 
Model: 105108W   
8 lb. Stud Mount.  
This compact mount is 
used for smaller  
satellite speakers 
and includes  
1/4-20 and 10-32 
thread studs. Available in  
both black and white finishes.
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CCTV  
Model: 817-13  Flex 
Mount, 13” is the world’s 
most reliable flex 
mount! Great for work-
ing around corners and 
other obstacles. Comes in 
black and has a full range of 
motion at the camera: 210° 
Tilt, 360° Turn & Rotation.

MOUNTS  
Model: 322 Mount  

with Adjustable Head,  
6”, has an AMPS- 
compatible mounting  
plate. The rugged  
base features  our famous  
“split ball” for  
90° Tilt, 360° Turn  
& Rotation.

VISES 
Model: 385  Micrometer Head 
gently, yet firmly, holds  
micrometers of  
all sizes, in addition  
to small circuit  
boards and other 
items. This head is 
compatible with all 
300 series bases.

IMPORTANT DATES
                                       DON’T MISS US AT... 
                             2012 International CES Trade Show 
                                              01.10.12 – 01.13.12
                                                      Featuring: Mobile Solutions  
                                                                      & Camera Mounts
                                                                    Location: Las Vegas, NV  
                                                           Booth: 2224, North Hall 

SOCIAL  MEDIA  ALERT

MESSAGE  
FROM THE
PRESIDENT
PanaVise has a lot to look 

forward to this new year, 

and in turn, so do you! With  

several new products in the works 

for 2012, we are excited to enter this year 

presenting the newest wave of innovative holding solutions.  

Keep your eye out for these new and exciting PanaVise product  

releases. We know you’ll be pleasantly surprised.  

NEW 
FEATURES
THIS NEW YEAR

THE LOCk-RING: A small part of an intricate 

design that allows you to create your own video 

masterpieces. Its easy to overlook all of the 

components that make the 809 suction cup series so successful;  

one of these components is the lock-ring. Like any lock-ring, it’s purpose  

is to prevent your attached device from loosening during use and to ensure 

your camera fits properly and holds strong.

          We are proud to announce an easier-to-use solution in our  new 

lock-ring design. Wider rivets at it’s circumference allow your fingers 

to more firmly grab the lock-ring to tighten or loosen your device  

quicker and more securely. The shape of the lock-ring is not only sleeker, 

it is also lighter. PanaVise strives to seek out new ways to make our  

products streamlined, more efficient and easier to use. Look for the new 

lock-ring in Q1 2012 as the old design gets phased out.
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Suction Cup Camera Mount

NEW PanaVise Lock-Ring

FACEBOOK  CONTEST WINNER

Every month you have a chance to win a prize!  Visit us 

on Facebook & post a photo of your creative PanaVise 

Project! We are itching to see the innovative ways you 

use your PanaVise.

YOU TOO COULD BE A WINNER...

Congratulations to Jason McMahon for being our 
December ‘GRIP news’ contest winner. His post on 
Facebook demonstrating his use of the Rapid Assem-
bly Circuit Board Holder, Model 333, won us over. His 
video illustrates an impressive 7 minute assembly of 
a Drone Lab. Thank you Jason, your love for PanaVise 
and your exciting projects are just what we love to 
see! Thank you for sharing.

Find PanaVise on the internet! Get updates 
with Twitter® and get to know us better on 
Facebook®. Log-in to one, or both, of these 
social networks and follow or like us. We want 
to communicate with you, after all, that is why 
we are here.

GARY  
RICHTER

HAPPY New Year!


